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Electric Dreams
Overview
A community and student-led effort to learn about and
experiment with Deep Learning technologies through
real-world projects.
Make technology broadly accessible to our students.
Currently: Weekly Friday meetings, more in the future.
Extensive help from the District, Teachers, Students,
Parents, Leading-edge Companies.
Students help each other to learn by doing.

Over 30 student members (though some may drop out).
Advised by Mr. Randall and Dr. Lublin at LAHS.
Extensive guidance from Mr. Barrett Williams of NVIDIA.

Why Deep Learning?
What is it?
Refers to creating and training very large neural networks, typically for
computer vision.
Neural Networks: units that can be trained to generate certain outputs
given certain inputs. Loosely inspired from biology of brain & eyes.
Until recently, DL was not possible due to computational power
constraints.
Deep Learning is critical to our future.
Essentially every company in Silicon Valley is using Deep Learning (NVIDIA,
Google, Amazon, Salesforce, Facebook, Snapchat, Intel, etc.)
Self-driving cars are but one example. Deep Learning has applications in speech
recognition, automation, finance, medicine, advertising, etc.

Teach ourselves how to use Deep Learning to solve real-world problems.
Like learning about the Internet in the early 1990s.
Ignite students’ interest in Deep Learning.

Projects and Club Structure
Long-term goal: build a self-driving “NeuroCart” golf cart
Stepping stone: 1/10 scale model “ShadowCart”
Extensive leverage of open-source code and commercial
hardware.
Simple demo: recognizes and responds to four objects
(banana, dog, bird, fork) using deep learning.
Second Phase: autonomously drives around campus.

Team structure
Group club members into several teams, ~3 students/team,
one lead per team.
Each team is assigned one task: obstacle avoidance & LIDAR,
simple navigation algorithms, creating maps of campus, etc.
Allows for student-to-student mentoring, and efficiency.

ShadowCart – Hardware

ShadowCart - Software

Future Plans and Challenges
Finish ShadowCart Phase II by end of this school year.
Keep recruiting more students.
Increase diversity, especially gender ratio.

Find more industry and academic mentors.
Possibility: create a deep-learning applications
elective, integrate into new engineering core.
Reach even more students, standardize curriculum.

Continue to spread Deep Learning throughout LAHS.

